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What I’m going to look at:










Hinkley Point, Euro Commission & legal
challenge
NFLA connections with CNFE over Hinkley
NFLA submission on new nuclear at Wylfa
NFLA submission to Welsh Government
radwaste policy
NFLA report on LA energy policy
Conclusions and recommendations

Hinkley Point & European
Commission decision







EDF looking to build 2 new nuclear reactors – 400% price increase
since 2008 (£16bn)
Planning approval & contract with UK Government
European Commission analysed deal Jan – Sep 2014
In March published initial view – major reservations
Oct view – could be approved after ‘consumer improvements’

NFLA / CNFE / Stop Hinkley submission (1)
NFLA, Cities for a Nuclear Free Europe
(CNFE) & Stop Hinkley’s joint submission:
1. Nuclear power is a mature technology
that should not need public subsidy
2. Hinkley Point C v unlikely to go ahead
without a public subsidy
3. Renewable technologies will be unfairly
constrained as bulk of Government
support over next 40 years will go to
Hinkley C
4. Britain’s solar industry has potential to
deliver same amount of electricity every
year as Hinkley in just 24 months time
on current projections

CNFE
Cities for a Nuclear Free Europe

Bergen – Dortmund –
Dublin – Dusseldorf –
Frankfurt – Freiburg –
Hannover, Koln –
Manchester – Nicosia
- NFLA – Nuremburg –
Sarajevo – Stuttgart –
Vienna – Viernheim Zagreb

NFLA / CNFE / Stop Hinkley submission (2)
Key conclusions of submission (continued):
5. Medium sized solar projects likely to reach
grid parity in many countries, and not
require subsidies. Such projects unfairly
treated by Hinkley C deal.
6. Dramatic reduction in UK Government’s
ambition for offshore wind – down from
32GW to 10GW by 2020 – probably as a
result of this deal as wind prices coming
down
7. Hinkley C will use it large majority of Levy
Control Framework Gap and unfairly affect
solar and wind attempts to reduce strike
prices
8. Hinkley C will not required for energy
security or climate change targets, not cost
effective and clearly unfair to the free
market
9. EC should declare deal as illegal state aid

CNFE
Cities for a Nuclear Free Europe

Bergen – Dortmund –
Dublin – Dusseldorf –
Frankfurt – Freiburg –
Hannover, Koln –
Manchester – Nicosia
- NFLA – Nuremburg –
Sarajevo – Stuttgart –
Vienna – Viernheim Zagreb

NFLA, CNFE & what happens next











CNFE / NFLA joint letter / media release raising
major concerns with the EC approval
CNFE
Supporting Austrian Government legal challenge Cities for a Nuclear Free Europe
Seeking support from Irish Government
Support NAO inquiry into the value for money of the deal
Urging PAC / EAC to also look into the deal
Potentially huge blow for renewable energy and energy
efficiency targets, particularly in E Europe
EDF investment decision for Hinkley by end of the year
Too expensive to offer same deal to Hitachi / Toshiba?

NFLA Wylfa B submission



-

Pre-engagement exercise Horizon Nuclear (Hitachi GE)
Key conclusions of NFLA:
Global energy market moving away from centralised energy models
Could actually disrupt the island economy in a negative fashion
ABWR does not have a good operating record with no current
examples
Nuclear waste could be on site for up to 200 years
Evacuation concerns with only one island exist for 70,000 people
Better alternative energy and economic options for Anglesey

Welsh radwaste policy








UK policy – deep geological disposal
Scottish policy – near site, near surface
Welsh reserved their policy till now
Review due to support for new nuclear
European Directive seeking governments
to state their policy
UK Government updated White Paper

NFLA radwaste submission













Welsh HAW waste is half the size of
Scottish waste legacy
Interim storage is adequate for now and
there is no rush on developing GDF
Welsh Government should investigate
why UK MRWS process continues to fail
Needs to be much more R & D into longterm safety of geological disposal and
interim storage
Public wants best geological AND
engineered barriers
Separate discussion on new build waste
NFLA recommends Scottish policy

Welsh Government response


Is minded to develop a HAW policy



Sees a GDF as the best policy
Disagrees with NFLA around taking time
with this issue
Is happy to support UK rather than Scottish
policy process
Now seeking further views on its policy
NFLA will take stock and reiterate its concerns
around scientific & technical uncertainties and
retrievability








LA & energy - historical context



‘Municipal enterprise’ reverts back to a golden era
Energy companies established by Councils – local
electricity, gas and water boards



Regionalised to nationalised to privatised to Big 6



MAG - £48 million windfall to GM Councils in 2013



Perfect policy for local devolution?



Bulk buying energy a good start – but is now the time
to be more ambitious?

Why develop a LA energy policy?
Councils large energy consumer




Desire to reduce fuel poverty



High energy costs harm social functions



High costs affect Council budgets



Shows strong community leadership



Reduces local carbon emissions



Tax / finance benefits to Council



Improved local energy security



Improved efficiency



Positive income generator

ESCO development - models
An Energy Service Company (ESCO) is a commercial
structure, created specifically to deliver a decentralised
energy service to customers.

1. ABERDEEN HPC
SOUTHAMPTON HPC

4. WOKING AND
DANISH ESCO

2. LAEC – JOINTLY
WORKING TO
MUNICIPALISE
ENERGY

3. BIG CITY ESCOs –
2015/16 BRISTOL /
GLASGOW / NOTTS

ESCO development step by step


STEP 1 – energy generation for self sufficiency
- Some Councils generating considerable energy
(eg: Cornwall, Bristol, Glasgow, Aberdeen)
- NFLA recommend move to self-sufficiency
steadily
- Green Deal, land, pension funds, joint contracts



STEP 2 – selling your energy to others
- Feed-in tariff scheme
- Power Purchase Agreement
- Setting an internal energy market

•
•

Electricity Act ’89 - £6 million set-up fees
London – ‘licence lite’ to sell CHP

Funding ESCOs in an austere world


Worst financial situation in LA history



ESCO initially funded from LA energy profits
Green Investment Bank loans
Other options?




The way forward

IMMERSE THE
COUNCIL IN
INTERNAL
EDUCATION
PROGRAMME ON
THE BENEFITS OF
THIS APPROACH
UNDERSTAND THE
VALUE OF
RENEWABLES &
ALIGN TO
CORPORATE
AGENDA

BE PREPARED TO
BORROW AGAINST
RESERVES OR GIB
LOANS BUT ASSESS
THE RISKS
CAREFULLY

Munich’s ESCO
•

German Energiewende – turned its back on nuclear



2013 – half of renewable energy owned by LAs or Local Co-ops



Munich 2009 target – 100% renewables by 2025



ESCO – Stadtwerke Munchen (SWM) budget is €9bn



5 wind parks and wide renewable energy / district heating mix



By 2020 targeted 37% of Munich total energy consumption (100%
households)



Working with local transport providers for heating and electricity



SWM owns renewable companies around the world e.g. Gwynt y Mor
wind-farm

Copenhagen’s ESCO



Denmark European leader for wind energy
Danish Government Energy Strategy – independent of fossil fuels by
2050, 50% of electricity by wind power



Copenhagen Council Energy Plan – carbon neutral by 2025



Replace coal with biomass, increase wind and solar



Strong education programme to promote public transport



Adelgade district heating / cooling – reduce carbon emissions by 70%



Biomass CHP plants and 85% green energy for vehicle fleet



€472m investment by Council and £4.78bn additional private
investment

ESCO conclusions & recommendations


NFLA fully supports wide renewable energy mix, energy efficiency
and community energy programmes as the way forward



LAs could, and should, be at the forefront of such policies



Would improve energy security and alleviate fuel poverty



Renewable energy programmes etc reaps many benefits



Consider carefully the ESCO model that works for your Council



Government should set up LA Energy Unit to assist



COSLA / LGA promotion of collective municipal energy bonds



Political will, considered decision making and careful risk
management can deliver a definitive LA green energy policy

Thank you for listening.

